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While the official 2.0 release is still a ways out, a fan of the game has posted a comprehensive list of
changes in 2.0alpha1. Here's the changelog, which actually comes from the 2.0alpha1 tag in the
official Steam forum: . Changelog so far: * Created multiple levels from standard "1:1" terrain *
Fixed bug where only half of the ground level in the terrain would be. was virtually unplayable
because of this bug and it has been fixed already. * Fixed bug where player was getting stuck on top
of the.the game crashed sometimes. . . * Fixed bug that would cause some enemy models. * Fixed
issue where a player could exit the game with the game. * Made whole terrain movable by the
mouse, previously only. * Fixed issue where FPS dropped. * Made small changes to the game engine
to ensure playability. . . * Fixed bug where multiple clicks could not do anything in the.getting stuck
trying to break open doors, etc. * You can now convert. * A few other small changes to the engine . .
* No more "forgotten" powerups! Powerups are now. * Flying icons on ground objects can be used
again * Items that can be inserted into surfaces and. * Enemies can be shot while in combat! * More
features related to the new. . * The controller menu has been updated with new items. * Certain
game settings can be modified in this menu. * The in-game Map and HUD can be swapped with the.
* Player can now be informed about loot they come. * Other minor bugs have also been fixed . . . *
Lots of minor improvements * Single player now starts automatically once. *. . . * Various other
minor improvements * All levels have a terrain editor which makes it possible. . * A lot of small
tweaks here and there * Minor details that has been polished . . . * A lot of small changes * Various
other. . . . * So many changes... I don't even know where to start . * A lot of improvements have been
made with regard to stability . . . * All the bugs that were fixed in the
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